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Small Moments
Each application of materials acts as a starting point for learning about the properties of each material. For example, why is
glass used in windows but not used to make shoes? For a unique perspective, "Don't Use It" boxes describe how the
matieral shouldn't be used.

Boxes and Bullets
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned Owl.

Step Up to Writing
"The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are the first academic standards to be independently adopted by almost every
state in the country. The purpose and intent of the Common Core standards for English Language Arts (ELA), as well as
Literacy in History/Social Studies and Science education, are the focus of this book. This volume is aimed at educators,
administrators, graduate students, university professors, and others who deal with students in grades 3 through 5. Each of
the chapters addresses one of the major English Language Arts domains: literature, informational texts, foundational skills,
writing, speaking and listening, language, technology, and assessment. They contain invaluable information, insight, and
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research from literacy leaders in their respective fields. Their objective is twofold: to provide a theoretical background and
detailed explanation of each of the CCSS/ELA standards, as well as practical suggestions, classroom vignettes, models,
instructional resources, and unit ideas to implement the standards"--

Owl Moon
Reading to Learn
Alex just has to convince his mom to let him have an iguana, so he puts his arguments in writing. He promises that she
won't have to feed it or clean its cage or even see it if she doesn't want to. Of course Mom imagines life with a six-foot-long
iguana eating them out of house and home. Alex's reassurances: It takes fifteen years for an iguana to get that big. I'll be
married by then and probably living in my own house. and his mom's replies: How are you going to get a girl to marry you
when you own a giant reptile? will have kids in hysterics as the negotiations go back and forth through notes. And the lively,
imaginative illustrations show their polar opposite dreams of life with an iguana.

Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching Nonfiction Writing K–3
It's been a decade since Lynne Dorfman and Rose Cappelli wrote the first edition of Mentor Texts and helped teachers
across the country make the most of high-quality children's literature in their writing instruction. In the second edition of
this important book Lynne and Rose show teachers how to help students become confident, accomplished writers by using
literature as their foundation. The second edition includes brand-new "Your Turn Lessons," built around the gradual release
of responsibility model, offering suggestions for demonstrations and shared or guided writing. Reflection is emphasized as a
necessary component to understanding why mentor authors chose certain strategies, literary devices, sentence structures,
and words. Lynne and Rose offer new children's book titles in each chapter and in a carefully curated and annotated
Treasure Chest. At the end of each chapter a "Think About It--Talk About It--Write About It" section invites reflection and
conversation with colleagues. The book is organized around the characteristics of good writing--focus, content, organization,
style, and conventions. Rose and Lynne write in a friendly and conversational style, employing numerous anecdotes to help
teachers visualize the process, and offer strategies that can be immediately implemented in the classroom. This practical
resource demonstrates the power of learning to read like writers.

Craft Moves
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Spectrum Writing creates student interest and sparks writing creativity! The lessons, perfect for students in grade 3,
strengthen writing skills by focusing on staying on topic, organizing ideas, considering the audience, writing stories, and
more! Each book provides an overview of the writing process, as well as a break down of the essential skills that build good
writing. It features easy-to-understand directions, is aligned to national and state standards, and also includes a complete
answer key. --Today, more than ever, students need to be equipped with the essential skills they need for school
achievement and for success on proficiency tests. The Spectrum series has been designed to prepare students with these
skills and to enhance student achievement. Developed by experts in the field of education, each title in the Spectrum
workbook series offers grade-appropriate instruction and reinforcement in an effective sequence for learning success.
Perfect for use at home or in school, and a favorite of parents, homeschoolers, and teachers worldwide, Spectrum is the
learning partner students need for complete achievement.

The Art of Information Writing
The Literary Essay
This series of books is designed to help upper-elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing curriculum.

Teaching with the Common Core Standards for English Language Arts, Grades 3-5
"These assessment tools make progress in writing as transparent, concrete, and obtainable as possible and put ownership
for this progress into the hands of learners, allowing students and teachers to work toward a very clear image of what good
writing entails." -Lucy Calkins, Writing Pathways Lucy Calkins' groundbreaking performance assessments offer instructional
tools to support continuous assessment, timely feedback, and clear goals tied to learning progressions that have been
aligned with world-class standards. Originally published as part of the bestselling Units of Study in Opinion/Argument,
Information, and Narrative Writing, grades K-8, Writing Pathways is ideal for writing workshop, but suitable for any writing
instruction context or curriculum. This practical guide includes: Learning progressions for opinion/argument, information,
and narrative writing, which map the specific benchmarks students will master for every grade level On-demand writing
prompts that support schoolwide performance assessment Student checklists to help students set goals and integrate
crucial self-assessment into their work Rubrics to support individual teachers and professional learning communities as they
evaluate mastery and plan instruction within and across grade levels Student writing samples that illustrate different ways
students have exemplified standards and highlight essential features of each writing genre Annotated exemplar pieces of
writing on the same topic for every grade level that highlight the traits you can expect to see at each level of the learning
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progressions. Who needs Writing Pathways? Educators who are not yet ready to implement the full Units of Study
curriculum can use Writing Pathways to get started with Lucy Calkins' proven approach to writing assessment and
instruction. Coaches and administrators who are supporting implementation of Lucy Calkins' Units of Study will find Writing
Pathways to be an ideal resource to guide their work. Who doesn't need Writing Pathways? The content in this stand-alone
edition is the same as in the previous editions found in Lucy Calkins' Units of Study (K-5 and 6-8 are combined in this new
edition). Teachers who have the Units of Study do not need this new edition.

Nonfiction Writing Prompts for Geometry
Today’s young learners know more about their world than ever before. This remarkable book shows that even our youngest
writers can consider audience and purpose as they use nonfiction writing to document their ideas and share those ideas
with others. But if students are going to be able to use writing to learn, they must have opportunities for learning to write.
That’s what this book is for. A wealth of hands-on minilessons offer strategies for writing informational, persuasive, and
procedural text. Each lesson starts with a learning goal and follows an “I do, we do, you do” format. Teachers will find a
wealth of ideas for guiding young students to write about what they know and care about.

Writing Pathways
Text-Based Writing Nonfiction Grade 3
This series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing curriculum.

6 + 1 Traits of Writing
Proven methods for teaching reading comprehension to all students The Literacy Cookbook is filled with classroom-tested
techniques for teaching reading comprehension to even the most hard-to-reach students. The book offers a review of
approaches that are targeted for teaching reading, writing, speaking and listening skills. The book also includes information
on how to connect reading, writing, and test prep. Contains accessible and easy-to-adopt recipes for strengthening
comprehension, reading, writing, and oral fluency. Terrific resources are ready for download on the companion website. The
materials in this book are aligned with the English Language Arts Common Core Standards The website includes an ELA
Common Core Tracking Sheet, a handy resource when writing or evaluating curriculum.
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A Guide to the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project Classroom Libraries
Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching Intermediate Writing Grades 3–8
This series of books is designed to help primary teachers teach a rigorous yearlong writing curriculum.

How to Create and Use Rubrics for Formative Assessment and Grading
Our proven Spectrum Writing grade 4 workbook features 152 pages of writing fundamentals. Recently updated to current
national standards, including revised sequencing for smooth transition between skills, along with new nonfiction activities.
This workbook for children ages 9 to 10 includes activities that reinforce topics to ensure writing proficiency. Writing skills
include: *Types of writing *Descriptive writing *Persuasive writing *Writing process *Writing to inform Our best-selling
Spectrum Writing series features age-appropriate workbooks for Preschool to grade 6. Developed with the latest standardsbased teaching methods that provide targeted practice in vocabulary fundamentals to ensure successful learning!

Writing for Readers
This series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing curriculum.

Units of Study for Teaching Writing
Foreword by Lester Laminack How do you choose mentor texts for your students? How do you mine them for the craft
lessons you want your students to learn? In Craft Moves, Stacey Shubitz, cofounder of the Two Writing Teachers website,
does the heavy lifting for you: using twenty recently published picture books, she creates more than 180 lessons to teach
various craft moves that will help your students become better writers. Stacey first discusses picture books as teaching
tools and offers ways to integrate them into your curriculum, and classroom discussions. She also shares routines and
classroom procedures to help students focus on their writing during the independent writing portion of writing workshop
and helps teachers prepare for small-group instruction. Each of the 184 lessons in the book includes a publisher's summary,
a rationale or explanation of the craft move demonstrated in the book, and a procedure that takes teachers and students
back into the mentor text to deepen their understanding of the selected craft move. A step-by-step guide demonstrates
how to analyze a picture book for multiple craft moves. Using picture books as mentor texts will help your students not only
read as writers and write with joy but also become writers who can effectively communicate meaning, structure their
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writing, write with detail, and give their writing their own unique voice.

Reading Informational Text, Grade 3
This handy booklet can perk up a poetry unit or help students truly understand certain figures of speech: alliteration, cliche,
euphemism, hyperbole, idiom, metaphor, onomatopoeia, oxymoron, pun, and simile. Two interesting and student-friendly
activities are provided for each term."

Spectrum Writing
The positive effect of writing is counterintuitive to what many educators believe to be true. However, when shown the data,
teachers and administrators who start using nonfiction writing are quickly convinced of its value.

The Writing Workshop
Mentor Texts
This book is a one-stop resource for understanding how to turn the Common Core State Standards into meaningful
instruction and learning. Readers get rich, day-to-day, step-by-step guidance for implementing the Common Core State
Standards and ensuring that all K-2 students are core ready. The Road to Knowledge focuses on helping students navigate
informational texts and become able to cite evidence by reading and listening carefully to nonfiction topics and discovering
important and interesting facts and details. Grade K-Connecting the Dots: Topics and Details in Informational Text Grade
1-Navigating Non-Fiction Grade 2-What's The Big Idea: Using Text Features to Locate Key Information Teachers,
administrative leaders, literacy coaches, ELL specialists, special educators, media specialists, reading teachers, and content
area teachers, plus parents and caregivers

Narrative Writing, Grades 3-5
Lucy Calkins discusses how to teach writing and how children develop as writers; she stresses the importance of staff
development for teachers of writing.

How We Use Glass
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This timely book offers a host of minilessons that focus on comprehensive written communication as one of the essential
skills for success. These fresh minilessons explore how to help students go beyond fuzzy thinking and generic voice, and
organize their thoughts, solve problems, identify key ideas, and reflect on different perspectives. The book argues that
writing is important to help students communicate ideas to others, as well as document their own thoughts. This buffet of
minilessons gives teachers ideas to add to their teaching repertoire so they can help their students' work shine a little
brighter.

Is that a Fact?
Skill-building through potent instruction, day by day In these much-anticipated sequels to The Common Core Companion,
Janiel Wagstaff and Leslie Blauman provide a collection of connected lessons and formative writing assessments that bring
Monday-to-Friday clarity to the task of integrating reading and writing with ELA standards. In each volume, the 50+ lessons
are divided into fi ve, week-long learning sequences addressing key literacygoals. A best-practice glossary, If/Then charts,
unit-planning calendars, and other tools round out these essential references, both in book and online. Follow each
sequence and week by week, you’ll build the instructional potency to help students achieve a year’s worth of growth as you
integrate: Writing Narratives with Identifying Sensory Words in Text Research with Identifying Topic and Details Opinion
Writing with Close Reading for Text Evidence Comparing and Contrasting with Publishing Using Digital Tools Informative
Writing with Use of Text Features

Metaphors and More
I Wanna Iguana
How-to Books
Nonfiction Writing Prompts for Art
The Road to Knowledge
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A guide to help teachers who want to expand children's nonfiction writing beyond the usual topics of themselves or their
experiences.

The Common Core Companion: Booster Lessons, Grades 3-5
Brief description: These prompts can be used immediately in the classroom with students. The included scoring guides, or
rubrics, may be modified for your state or district needs.

Writing, Grade 2
Part of a series of units as part of a year-long curriculum based in primary writing.

Changing the World
Describes the traits of good writing in any genre and includes information on assessing student writing skills, lesson
planning, and activities.

The Literacy Cookbook
Nonfiction Chapter Books
Provide your 3rd graders with rigorous reading comprehension practice! Close reading, vocabulary, comprehension, and
writing activities support Common Core learning paths. Plus, downloadable home-school connection activities extend
learning at home.

Launching the Writing Workshop
What is a rubric? A rubric is a coherent set of criteria for student work that describes levels of performance quality. Sounds
simple enough, right? Unfortunately, rubrics are commonly misunderstood and misused. The good news is that when
rubrics are created and used correctly, they are strong tools that support and enhance classroom instruction and student
learning. In this comprehensive guide, author Susan M. Brookhart identifies two essential components of effective rubrics:
(1) criteria that relate to the learning (not the "tasks") that students are being asked to demonstrate and (2) clear
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descriptions of performance across a continuum of quality. She outlines the difference between various kinds of rubrics (for
example, general versus task-specific, and analytic versus holistic), explains when using each type of rubric is appropriate,
and highlights examples from all grade levels and assorted content areas. In addition, Brookhart addresses * Common
misconceptions about rubrics; * Important differences between rubrics and other assessment tools such as checklists and
rating scales, and when such alternatives can be useful; and * How to use rubrics for formative assessment and grading,
including standards-based grading and report card grades. Intended for educators who are already familiar with rubrics as
well as those who are not, this book is a complete resource for writing effective rubrics and for choosing wisely from among
the many rubrics that are available on the Internet and from other sources. And it makes the case that rubrics, when used
appropriately, can improve outcomes by helping teachers teach and helping students learn.

Explorations in Nonfiction Writing
Each unit prepares third-grade students to complete a text-dependent writing prompt with activities that include close
reading, vocabulary, and text-dependent questions. Downloadable home-school connection activities help to extend
learning at home.

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing
Spectrum Writing
Activities include lessons on the elements of narrative writing, figurative language, grammar, proofreading/editing skills,
and ways to use technology.
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